Hyperspectral camera operating in the VIS and VNIR ranges
of 380-800 nm and 400-1000 nm. With its high spatial and
spectral resolution,
high image rate, and rugged structure
Spectral
Camera
Spectral Camera HS is an excellent tool for both industry
HS
and science.
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1600research
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Environmental monitoring
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SOFTWARE
Hyperspectral microscopy
Camera output
Digital 12 bit

with a Mirror Scanner or rotating stage for
scanning static targets and outdoor scenes,
or with X-stage sample mover for desktop and
Flat pannel
microscope applications.
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Input voltage

Scanning of art works

Base CameraLink
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Lens mount
Standard C-mount
Life science applications None
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Mechanical characteristics

APPLICATIONS

Cased camera, side view

OEM camera, side view

Flat pannel display measurement with a
control point
and sorting
• Colormultiple
solution
• Scanning of art works
• Flat panel display measurement
• Printing testing
• Counterfeit detection
• Fruit and vegetable inspection and sorting
• Life science applications
• Plant and vegetation research
• Environmental monitoring
• Hyper-spectral microsc

Gilden Photonics Ltd has a policy of continuous product development and reserves the right to amend specifications without prior notice. E & OE.
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OPTICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Spectral Range
Spectral Resolution
Spectral Sampling

V8E

V10E

UNIT

380 - 800

400 - 1000

nm

2.0

2.8

nm

0.55 - 4.4

0.72 - 5.8

nm / pixel *

Spectral Resolution

RMS spot size < 9

μm

Insignificant astigmatism, keystone or smile

-

F / 2.4

-

30 (18, 50, 80, 150 )

μm

11.84

mm

Total Efficiency (typical)

> 30% independent on polarization

-

Stray Light

< 0.5% / halogen lamp, 590 nm LPF

-

Interline CCD

-

1600 (spatial) × 1200 (spectral)

-

1600 (spatial) × 840 (spectral)

-

7.4

μm

Digital 12 bit

-

Base camera link

-

CameraLink

-

33 fps (full frame) up to 120 fps (ROI)

-

0.1 - 100

ms

<5

W

12 (OEM) , 24 (cased)

V

Aberrations
Numerical Aperture
Slit Width Options
Effective Slit Length

ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Sensor
Pixels in Full Frame
Active Pixels
Pixel Pitch
Camera Output
Interface
Camera Control
Frame Rate
Exposure Time Range
Power Consumption
Input Voltage
ENVIRONMENTAL CHARACTERISTICS

V8E

V10E

Storage
Operating
MECHANICAL CHARACTERISTICS
Size ( L × W × H )
Body

- 20... + 50

˚C

+ 5...+ 40 non-condensing

˚C

OEM

CASED

UNIT

260 × 70 × 79

330 × 85 × 90

mm³

Anodized aluminium with mounting screw holes

-

Standard C-mount

-

None

-

Lens Mount
User Adjustments
Shutter

UNIT

Optional

Yes, with USB control

-

* Adjustable by spectral binning
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